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be creating new markets 

Abstract: 

Globalization 

trends and 
innovations in the 

nd 

technologies 
are widely 

believed to be 

Much of the rheto 

forcing a 
revolution in higher 

education. Much of the rhe 

higher education 
markets and the way nations and institutions deliver 

educational 
services. 

Globalizatiom 
does offer substantial and 

shift in 
"globalists" has presented a simplistic analysis of a paradigm ch: 

national systems of higher 

potentially 
sweeping changes to national systems of 

education, but there is no uniform luence on nation-states or 

institutions. All globalization is in fact subject to local influences. A 

growing body of case studies point to the complexity of globalization 

in influencing the future of higher education. The objective of this 

analysis is to provide a framework for a more encouraging, and a 

more nuanced, understanding of this phenomenon and the true 

influence of globalization and the future path for higher education. 

(Keywords: Globalization, Governing and managing higher 

education systems.) 
Introduction: 

Higher education has become a huge enterprise. World-wide 
tens of millions of students are enrolled in more than 15,000 public 
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PREFACE.. 
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CHROMATOGRAPHY 

CHAPTERR 1 

BASIC CONCEPTS OF 

CHROMATOGRAPHY 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Analy tical chemists have not many instruments as strong as 

hromatography to quantity unnmistakable analy tes in complex 

examples. The torce of chromatography comes trom its capacity 

to isolate a combination of compounds, or "analy tes", and decide 

their individual personality (substance construction) and focus. 

hromatography can be Isolated into three fundamental sorts that 

incorporate gas. liquid, and supercritical liquid chromatography. 

Liquid chromatography can additionally be partitioned into 

particle trade. divisions dependent on size. and surprisingly 

stretched out to gel based electrophoretic strategies. This book 

will give a fundamental prologue to various sorts of liquid and 

gas chromatography. The connection between cach sort of 

chromatography is delineated in Figure 1.l. 
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Medicinal Chemistry 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Drug maltreatment in lndia is pretty much as old as 

somewhere else. if not more established, all along. wecd drugs

have been being used. Antiquated books are loaded with 

reterences to intoxicants, for example, 'soma rasa', 'dev goods. 

madira' and so on Opiunm became well known during the Nlughal 

time frame. As of not long ago. cocaine had numerous lovers. 
particularly in 'red-light regions. The post-war period saw the 

ascent of engineered drugs-the two energizers and depressiants. 

Hard drugslike heroin and lysergic corrosive diethy lamide 
LSD) are being used. As of late found drugs like phencyclidine 
hydrochloride (Angel Dust) may likewise be known to specific 
clients in metropolitan reyions. In any case. it is hard to state that 

the predominance pace of psychoactive drugs in the nation is 

practically identical to that found in numerous western nations. 

In any case. the issue has regularly been related ith the cycles 

of urbanization and modernization. As an agricullural nation. 

India is particularly in the pains of these cycles and subsequently 

the drug scene in the nation should be observed cautiously in 

light of the fact that this issue is more pervasive among 

adolescent gathering.

What are drugs and why do we need new ones? 

Drugs are completely characterized as synthetic substances that 

are utilized to forestall or fix sicknesses in people. creatures and 

plants. The action of a drug is its pharmaco logical impact 

regarding the matter. for instance, its pain relieving or b-blocker 

activity. Drugs act by slowing down biological cycles, so no drug 

is totally protected. Everything drugs can go about as toxins 
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CHROMATOGRAPHY 

CHAPTERR 1 

BASIC CONCEPTS OF 

CHROMATOGRAPHY 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Analy tical chemists have not many instruments as strong as 

hromatography to quantity unnmistakable analy tes in complex 

examples. The torce of chromatography comes trom its capacity 

to isolate a combination of compounds, or "analy tes", and decide 

their individual personality (substance construction) and focus. 

hromatography can be Isolated into three fundamental sorts that 

incorporate gas. liquid, and supercritical liquid chromatography. 

Liquid chromatography can additionally be partitioned into 

particle trade. divisions dependent on size. and surprisingly 

stretched out to gel based electrophoretic strategies. This book 

will give a fundamental prologue to various sorts of liquid and 

gas chromatography. The connection between cach sort of 

chromatography is delineated in Figure 1.l. 
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Medicinal Chemistry 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Drug maltreatment in lndia is pretty much as old as 

somewhere else. if not more established, all along. wecd drugs

have been being used. Antiquated books are loaded with 

reterences to intoxicants, for example, 'soma rasa', 'dev goods. 

madira' and so on Opiunm became well known during the Nlughal 

time frame. As of not long ago. cocaine had numerous lovers. 
particularly in 'red-light regions. The post-war period saw the 

ascent of engineered drugs-the two energizers and depressiants. 

Hard drugslike heroin and lysergic corrosive diethy lamide 
LSD) are being used. As of late found drugs like phencyclidine 
hydrochloride (Angel Dust) may likewise be known to specific 
clients in metropolitan reyions. In any case. it is hard to state that 

the predominance pace of psychoactive drugs in the nation is 

practically identical to that found in numerous western nations. 

In any case. the issue has regularly been related ith the cycles 

of urbanization and modernization. As an agricullural nation. 

India is particularly in the pains of these cycles and subsequently 

the drug scene in the nation should be observed cautiously in 

light of the fact that this issue is more pervasive among 

adolescent gathering.

What are drugs and why do we need new ones? 

Drugs are completely characterized as synthetic substances that 

are utilized to forestall or fix sicknesses in people. creatures and 

plants. The action of a drug is its pharmaco logical impact 

regarding the matter. for instance, its pain relieving or b-blocker 

activity. Drugs act by slowing down biological cycles, so no drug 

is totally protected. Everything drugs can go about as toxins 
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PREFACE 

This reference hook aims to provide a comprehensive set of 

named reactions and reagens for organic che Mistry, which will 

be suitable for scholars of che Mistry. The reference book 

concentrates on core topics name reactions and reagents which 

are most likely to be common to those organic che Mistry courses 

which follow on from a foundation or introductory general che 

Mistry course. The knowledge of organic reactions and reagents 

are must for the study of fhundamentals of organic che Mistry as 

reactions are the heart of organic che Mistry . Mechanism of 

reactions tells as how the molecules initiate reaction: permit us 

to find patnvays of all reactants, which enable us to predict the 

nature of product expected. Many name reactions and reagents 

available in literature. We heve selected some common reactions 

and reagents which are useful to understand the fundamentals of 

organic che Mistry for any university undergraduate and 

postgraduate students. Out of them, some reactions for the 

synthesis of compounds have been described which have great 

synthetic utility in the field of pharmaceuticals In deciding the 

depth of 1opic, we relied upon my experiences as a classroom 

teacher and interaction with organic che Mistry scholars 
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PREFACE 

The Word Grammar means different things to different people. To 

the ordinan citizen. it connotes to correctness or incorrectness of the language 

that he or she speaks. To a school studen. it means an analytical and 

terminological sudy of sentences. Knowtedge of grammar helps the student in 

the correction of mistakes and iprovement of written work. A person can't 

learn a Soreign language accurately only through a process of 

unconscious assimilation. Grammar is a sure gound of reference when 

linguistic habits fail us So grammar is indispensable for the student. In this 

paper my aim is to bring the attention of the language teacher as well as the 

learner about the real utility of grammar in teaching English langunge. Hence. 

let's discuss some basic things about English grammar and conposition. 

Grammar is the study of words and the ways words work together: 

an invisible force that guides us as we put words together into sentences. Any 

person who communicates using a particular language. consciously or 

unconsciously becomes aware of the grummar of that language. But in this 

contextI would like cite a wonderful exanple as described "A writer has given 

a beauniful analogy to iustrate the use of knowtedge of Grammar. Imgine 

eo car driven. The fint driver knows oly driving and nothing about the 

working of the engine. He feels helpless whenever there is some trouble with 

the machinery. The second driver knows driving and also understands the 

working ofthe machinen: The person who knows grammur is like this second 

driver. In case he doubtful about the correctness of a particular thing, his 

knowledge of grammar conmes to his reseue". Therefore, to speak in a clearer 

and ore efective manner we have to studly grammar. For the person who has 

unconscious knowledge of grumur, it may be sufficient for simple language 

use. But the persons who wish to communicate in the urtistic manner with well-

defined strucures muust go for the greater tlepth of understanding and 

proficiency whut the stuly of grummar affers. 
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The next activity that helps significantly is reading and listening to 

English-speaking sources that contain mostly understandable words and/or 

phrases. The more learners process these input and make efforts to 

understand. the beter and the sooner their mind will upproximate the system 

of the English language. In other words, the principle is simple: the more one 

listens to and reads English input that he or she can understand, the more 

quickly their mind operates like the English grammar system 

Another activity that supports and expedites grammar learning is 

noticing English grammatical patterns. If the first strategy ahove draws on 

simple understanding of the input. this strategy draws attention to the paterns 

and silenthy commits them to the language system in the mind. This also 

involves parsing the sentences and analyzing the elements of sentences in order 

to produce output with the same patterns. In addition to the two activities 

above, an old adage "practice makes perfect" still works effectively. Mastery of 

grammar calls for a lot of intensive practice. This is where grammar books play 

out their roles. Ifdone regularly, the exercises in the books will enable a learner 

to gain increasing mastery of the panerns. 

Last but not least. the learning of grammar benefits from error 

corrections. Learners will come to a stage where they need to produce 

utterances or sentences, and it is at this stage that they should heed the 

corections given by their teachers or more able friends. 
In short. processing a lot of comprehensible input, noticing patterns, and 

attending to feedback are some strategies for mastering English grammar and 

composition. 
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PREFACE 

This reference hook aims to provide a comprehensive set of 

named reactions and reagens for organic che Mistry, which will 

be suitable for scholars of che Mistry. The reference book 

concentrates on core topics name reactions and reagents which 

are most likely to be common to those organic che Mistry courses 

which follow on from a foundation or introductory general che 

Mistry course. The knowledge of organic reactions and reagents 

are must for the study of fhundamentals of organic che Mistry as 

reactions are the heart of organic che Mistry . Mechanism of 

reactions tells as how the molecules initiate reaction: permit us 

to find patnvays of all reactants, which enable us to predict the 

nature of product expected. Many name reactions and reagents 

available in literature. We heve selected some common reactions 

and reagents which are useful to understand the fundamentals of 

organic che Mistry for any university undergraduate and 

postgraduate students. Out of them, some reactions for the 

synthesis of compounds have been described which have great 

synthetic utility in the field of pharmaceuticals In deciding the 

depth of 1opic, we relied upon my experiences as a classroom 

teacher and interaction with organic che Mistry scholars 
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PREFACE 

The Word Grammar means different things to different people. To 

the ordinan citizen. it connotes to correctness or incorrectness of the language 

that he or she speaks. To a school studen. it means an analytical and 

terminological sudy of sentences. Knowtedge of grammar helps the student in 

the correction of mistakes and iprovement of written work. A person can't 

learn a Soreign language accurately only through a process of 

unconscious assimilation. Grammar is a sure gound of reference when 

linguistic habits fail us So grammar is indispensable for the student. In this 

paper my aim is to bring the attention of the language teacher as well as the 

learner about the real utility of grammar in teaching English langunge. Hence. 

let's discuss some basic things about English grammar and conposition. 

Grammar is the study of words and the ways words work together: 

an invisible force that guides us as we put words together into sentences. Any 

person who communicates using a particular language. consciously or 

unconsciously becomes aware of the grummar of that language. But in this 

contextI would like cite a wonderful exanple as described "A writer has given 

a beauniful analogy to iustrate the use of knowtedge of Grammar. Imgine 

eo car driven. The fint driver knows oly driving and nothing about the 

working of the engine. He feels helpless whenever there is some trouble with 

the machinery. The second driver knows driving and also understands the 

working ofthe machinen: The person who knows grammur is like this second 

driver. In case he doubtful about the correctness of a particular thing, his 

knowledge of grammar conmes to his reseue". Therefore, to speak in a clearer 

and ore efective manner we have to studly grammar. For the person who has 

unconscious knowledge of grumur, it may be sufficient for simple language 

use. But the persons who wish to communicate in the urtistic manner with well-

defined strucures muust go for the greater tlepth of understanding and 

proficiency whut the stuly of grummar affers. 
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The next activity that helps significantly is reading and listening to 

English-speaking sources that contain mostly understandable words and/or 

phrases. The more learners process these input and make efforts to 

understand. the beter and the sooner their mind will upproximate the system 

of the English language. In other words, the principle is simple: the more one 

listens to and reads English input that he or she can understand, the more 

quickly their mind operates like the English grammar system 

Another activity that supports and expedites grammar learning is 

noticing English grammatical patterns. If the first strategy ahove draws on 

simple understanding of the input. this strategy draws attention to the paterns 

and silenthy commits them to the language system in the mind. This also 

involves parsing the sentences and analyzing the elements of sentences in order 

to produce output with the same patterns. In addition to the two activities 

above, an old adage "practice makes perfect" still works effectively. Mastery of 

grammar calls for a lot of intensive practice. This is where grammar books play 

out their roles. Ifdone regularly, the exercises in the books will enable a learner 

to gain increasing mastery of the panerns. 

Last but not least. the learning of grammar benefits from error 

corrections. Learners will come to a stage where they need to produce 

utterances or sentences, and it is at this stage that they should heed the 

corections given by their teachers or more able friends. 
In short. processing a lot of comprehensible input, noticing patterns, and 

attending to feedback are some strategies for mastering English grammar and 

composition. 
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Abstract 

Chapter-4 

Anna Bhau Sathe: Maker of 
Indian Literature 

- Ms. Shailaja B. Kuchekar 

Indian litera ture is rea d all over the world. Various 

regional languages and regional writers have contributed to 

India n literatu re. These writers presented their regional and 

social problems. Among them, Anna Bhau Sathe is on of the 

In dian writer who has crea ted his own place in the world of 

li tera ture. The contribution he has made to Indian society as a 

social re former is g rea ter than the contribu tion as a writer. 

J ie has used his skil l of writing to awaken the weaker part of 

Indian society. He tried to lessen the lower class exploitation 

and ~ufferings th rough his literature. He used popular forms 

of btc~raturc: like Powadn and Lawani to make the society aware 

of th,, r,~aJity about the lower cas te. He became popular as a 

writ,~, and poc~t a-., well as a reformer. His way of writing for 

the· ',a J«• o f ,,nJightenmcnt ma d e him different from o ther 

w nt,·n,. 'I hi b gave· wny to s h tt pe the India n lite ra ture. He 

< rh, l<·d rt group of folJow<.:n, who n·,HJ nnd crea ted the s imilar 

ty pt· o{ l11,, n1t un•. I l e• Wi'l/-, i n spirPd by Dr . Babs a h eb 



Anna Hhau Hnllw: Mukl'I' of l11d l11 n I .lt,•rnl ,.,,,. 2'J 

/\ 111 lwd kl\l.' ti wri ting. Hui Dr. Bnh1111i1 h,•h /\ 1nl,c 1d~ .1 r li l 111 r1,. l f 

w,,~ inspin·d by /\ 1111 ,1 Bnh11 ~,.1tl1ci1 11 llt1 1J', 11' y work,1 1111d wit J, 

hi-, !-,lruggh1 .iH ,, rl'fnrnh•r. 'l'ht 1 t'ot11 l11 Vi gc•ntirn tirn 111 lnuplt1•d 

by Sn thl•' i,; work1-1 ,HI he • gt1 vc• :i 1H•w d lrc•l'll on l o th" lnd i,111 

li tera ture and r n'n l<·d a d iff t•r,·111 pl :1n • 111 ll u• worl d llt,.r.il1J 1'••. 
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Intoduction 

Ind ia is the land of cu lture. ll,-; cultu re i,; foll owt1J ,1nd 

a ppreaciated all over lhc world . ' Ind ion Cu I lure' haH bc(1n the 

area of intrcst of the rcscnrch scholarH zi nc.I Hluc.lcn lH. Nol onl y 

culture but the Indian lilcri.l lurc iH ali,o the thing thal hnH been 

the topic for discussion. Literature in Ind in has Hlorlcd arounc.1 

late 19th century. There arc many Ind ian wrilcrn who have,• 

contributed great pieces of literature lo the worlc.l of literature. 

But Bankimchandra Chatlcrjce's J<ajmuhan's Wife it:; saic.J lo be 

the first Indi an English novel. It is evident that his tory of 

Indian literature does owe a lot to Bengali li tera ture. As K. R. 

Srinivasa Iyengar states in his book Indian Writing in Enxlislt, 

" It was in Bengal that the li terary renaissance first ma nifested 

itself; but almost immediately afterwards, the t;igns of 'new 

life' were to be seen in Madras, Bom bay and other pa rts of 

India as well."1 Bengali writer started writing in English; others 

translated their Benga li works into English . Thus, the literary 

renaissance was begun in Benga l. But the writers throughout 

Jndia were trying their hands in English. Their new idc .. 1s in 

wri ting were coming out with the lilcrnry works lhl'y crc,,tcd . 

Jn those dayH th e.: writers from Mndnu,, 13on1b~1y <1 nd so 1nc 

other parL'; of Jnc.Jia wen• crcnling ll(!W l1nu in11ovalivl' lilcr,\ry 

pi<:cc'-J in f'.nglh;h . 

Anna Bhau Sath c: Maker of Indian Literature 

Jndi,Hl wrilc•n, not only wrolL· in Englibh but also in their 

m<Jthcr tongul•. t ,il <>rt-t lure in Vi1riouH rP~ion,11 ldngu .. lgcs Wd't 

c. n•at~cJ by the JnJ ian wril(•r~J. /\ nnc1 131ldu S,ll lic i"i dli;o ,1n1ong 

the:m. I f c.: wa~ a ~ocia l refon ncr, pot.) l dnd no vl•lis l. I le has 
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" .,~ w,!ng his s_l-.ill of writing for the development of weaker 
1.·l.,~~ l'1I tl~L' SO( tcly. For that he presented the exploitation of 
h""l't' ~(h.' t.11 cb ss by the upper class . This proved helpful for 
tlw l'nhghtcnn1ent and the awakening of the exploited people. 
l li~ l..'h,uacters and then1es revolve around the reality in the 
:--lKidy. He belonged to a lower caste. This untouchable caste 
w.,~ not allo,,ved to get along freely in society. They have no 

ri bht to get ed ucation and participate in the religious 
progranunes. So the people belonging to this caste have to do 
th~ lower type of jobs like cleaning, sweeping, etc. Many times 
they have no works so no food to eat. In such situations they 
ha,·e to steal something for the urge of stomach. Sathe has 
presented the characters belonging to this lower caste that 
they are not 1nerciless but full of self-respect. His characters 
are rebellious against the unnecessary social customs. They 
actually fight for the protection of human rights. Through his 
literature, Alu1a Bhau Sathe shows the hard-working labor 
class. The literature also shows the strong feeling that the 
hard-working and suppressed should be respected. His 
characters are full of self-respect and bravery. Presentation of 
the lower class, their exploitation by the upper class and the 
bravery and the self respect of the lower class men and women 
in Sathe's literature helped to get the new dimension to the 
Indian literature. Ballads and poems, being a popular literary 

forn1 also contributed to give shape to the Indian literature. 

His writings depict rural India, true picture of lower class 
society, changing image of rustic won1en, comn1unal conflict, 
social class conflict, etc. He chooses his themes and characters 

as to represent the true picture of Indian society. This gave 
bi rth to social reforn1s. Sathe beca1ne icon to Dnlits. He chose 
the folk.Jorie narrative styles like Pownda and Lmvntzi. This kind 

of narrative poen1s eas ily n1ade hin1 popular. He became 
popula r not for his literature but also for his way of social 
reforn1. The con1n1unity was awakening. There was impact of 

foreign literature on Indian literature, specially, on Marathi 

li terature. But Sathe inserted new ways and styles in writings 
which helped the Indian literature to take a new shape and 
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n..:-,, ,t, k N('"' µl' nPrcltions inspired and imitated his styJcr;; 
l ~.'ln~~.Hihtll 1\1ntt'l\VclnP, Narndev Dhasal ca~ried o~ th i~ 
he, it«h,.l' ,)I Pali! lit<'rriturc. They wro te boo ks hke Dalttanchc 
r, ,:'t"'«f~, 111 <,nd t\11111[,cdknri Cl,n/vnl Aani Socialist, Communi~t 
rt'"f'l'Ctt, l'h . s.1thc's in1pact can be seen easily in the writings 
'-'t lht'~l' " ·ri tcrs. The heritage is now followed by many new 
,,. 1 th.'l~ ,,·h() ;"trc the f0 l10\ivers of Sa the' s literature. Laxman 
\ tllH:'s Uparo , Narcndra Jadhav's Ambedkar: Awakening India's 
~ t ... 0 ,,J Ct1 11~cicncc, Laxm an Gaikwad's Uchalya are the books 
" ·hkh .. ire related to lower class conflict and social awakening. 
n,us, Anna Bhau Sa the' s writings have proved to be a turning 
}-"t"'int in Indian literature. It gave new shape and style to the 
Indian literature. Not only to the period which Sathe belongs 
to but also to the coming generations Sathe's writings is the 
inspiration in the area of literature. 

Conclusion 

Being an icon to Dalits Anna Bhau Sathe has contributed 
grea t literary pieces to the Indian literature. His writings have 
proved inspiration to the generations. Not only in India but 
his literature has been read all over the world. The translation 
of his works in different languages is in itself a great honour 
to Anna Bhau Sathe and his contribution. He was not the icon 
of Dalils for his writings only. He was a social reformer. He 
presented the pathetic and real situation of undertrodden. 
fi e used his writings as a tool in his social fight. He was 
unaware of the fact tha t his literary works are going to be the 
turning poi nt in shaping the Indian litera ture. His literah1re 
~land~ as a JitPra lurc of c ntc rtninn1cnt as well as the literature 
of re:forn1 . 
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t{olr of lJanguagc in New Education Policy 
Dr. Kuchekar Shailaja Baburao 

India has hcen appreciated for its ancient culture, tradition' 

1
,
111

, 1 ,ll,tnS. lts heritage haR become the attraction for the world. It is 

1
,, .,dnrcd nnd should be taken care of as to keep it safe for the 

, , , 1' generations. Young generation is the future of nation. rt is 

, , ,,,1r, to hand over the ancient and rare things to the next 

.1t1on. New Education Policy formed in 2020 but yet to be 

lmcntcd has some points which help to keep the tradition and 

.ire alive. The government of India has designed the new 

,: .,,lat1on pa\icy to become 'global knowledge superpower'. They 

1 c included some necessary methods and removed some 

necessary points in thcpolicy design. 

\Vith the refonnation of New Education Policy inddia's overall 

··Jucational system is remodeled. Particularly, ancient tradition and 

Jnguagc are focused on in the new policy. Children's overall 

personality development is expected through New Education Policy. 
1 he way in which the instructions are given affects the teaching
kaming process. Medium of instruction plays a vital role in the 
process. Children understand in a proper manner if they are taught in 

their native language. The New policy docs not insist a perticular 

language as a medium of instruction. Children arc free to take two or 

thn.:,c regional languages. There is no force of a perticular or fort:~gn 

language. It is actually a process of univcrsalisation of ~<lul'atton 

Ir oin preschool to secondary school. The chi ldrcn knmc<l through 

thi~ new systcrn will he ready to face the world, n~)t only ln<l1a. , 

lnnovativt idl:a'i i11 the learner's 11\inds an.: gtVl'l\ shap<.: \\1th tht:--
. 1· . ·1 hey will bu i•ivl'I\ qualtty 1.•dul'atwn Lhrnugh 

111.:w education po icy. o • . . . . 

I
• , • , . ·11tci1 11w11lltl hl'allh as \\l.)II ,i:--'il)U,\I 

u~1ng propcr ,m1,1111gc . f 
. ill be 11n1m1vcd. lutcrndion ht1Plll'l\'i with th1.: h1.-lp L' 

111\crnt:\IOO w ·11 . ~. \ • ' 
·11 . 1~tt1vc lun1•llagc or inotlu.H tongu1.· w1 m.1 I.: t 11.:n 

li,nguag,c. H.: 1 ~ ' 

!!!!!! 

- ~ ~ 
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I
, 1 11• ,111,1 iliey will 111Hll!l'lll1t1Hl 1111; 1.,.1,11r,1:J1li; 1,,, 

1
, 

1 com or a 1 c , ~ . . ' , ,, 1 1 h, 
I
. , 1 ·lii'l,ltt:ll'll nll11v,i1 11111wll1w1fl11t1c11111l ,~111J11J11,1 po u.;y llllllS II l, , / 

.
1
•
1 

• ·w iwlil'y lwcomcH pl:1tfo11t1 lot vw,1111,nH,I 1,:11111 lC Ill.: , t,,~ :,,1,i 
I. 1 ,11•1y c,1,1,,111io11 wilh tile foc1rn on lfltlJ',IUlP,C, J l,1~ Yllf,V/lt"li l I " \ (Ill I '"' " 'I.! I I ,f f't t I r 

lnngu:igl! j11 very 1111H.:ll 11Hpor 1f1111 111 prcp:11 "'J~ Hi(: l,::,,,,,,,i., 
inidlcclwll as well 1111 mcn111I h~t1llll, ff IIJey ~He tH,t 1:,11,1),1 u, Hi,:,, 
mother tongue 1hcy will have lo 1111dcrnl/u1d the l:111,~11:,;~1,; ftr•,t 

Children understand in their rrntivc l:rngw1,1i<.;. If th(;1 lht,;n <1r r,;11(1 ,,, 
other language they try to tra1rnl111c il in their motJ1(;r um1~11c ttHd H1£;r, 
they undc, stand i1. So lhc burden of 1n111Hlaticm iH rcdtw(.;.d w1 tJ,,; 
focus is given to the Mother tongue or regional lat1f~Urtte, 

Di ffcrcnt stugcs arc included in the teaching-learning rrrc,ct'~~ 
like foundational stage, prcpc:1ratory Htagc, middle ril<.tgc and 
secondary stage. Among thci;c Htagci, preparatory utagc dcalfi with 
speaking, reading, writing language, ThiH utagc iu very import<1nt a.~ 
the acquisition of language occurrcH in thiH utagc. ff lcarn"-r'~ hav<; 
enough knowledge about the language it will bcc;<Jmc ca.~k-r to 
understand the other conccpti,.Focw; ii; on understanding, me,-nUtl 
health, social interaction and no compulsion about language and no 
burden of examination arc al Ho the features of this new policy. More 
emphasis is on experimental learning and Hocial intcra(,1ion. To get 
best out of the learners it rcquireu highly quaHficd and wcll-cquipc<l 
teachers. Such teachers will be created for the new education system. 

The language playH vital role in the understanding of the 
innovative ideas and concepts. Some of the concc-pts arc not easy to 
understand in other languages. So translation is the best way to 
provide the concepts invthc native language. As the focus is on the 
language cont,e,-nt invothcr languagcu will be translated into mother 
tongue or regional language. It will make the learner's understand 
easily. The will not be waxtc<l on knowing the language. The proper 
way to teach iH through mother tongue. TranHlation will make it easy. 
This will again show the importan(ie of mother tongue. 

Indian culture and ancient languagcu arc the attraction for the 
whole world. New education policy has included ancient Indian 
languages in the syi;tcm. LcarncrH arc free to choose ancient cnt 

~ !IT~ imut-',(.I, -

,~ 



like Sanskrit or any other language. It will fulfil h . 

,uagcs . . . 
t t e aim f 

1:1
11
!! cicnt Jndtan traditions and languages Th 

1 
° 

··1,•ing an 
. e earner's will 

.,, . the languages themselves and so will learn . h 

c11oo~c 
wit out any 

t,11rdcn . 
. 

Today's modern world can not avoid technology Th 

. . · e modern 

I nology must be included m the education system So th 'fi . 

1cC1 . . . . · e art1 c1al 

intelligence 1s mcluded m the education. The new policy is based on 

~ccess, equity, quahty and accountability. Thus the mathatical 

ihinking, scientific temper coding and vocational education is 

included in the system. At a perticular stage these concepts will 

in troduced to the students. Stape by stape learning will enhance the 

quality of education and understanding of new concepts.Knowledge 

of technology, e-leaming will make the learners technically strong 

and the study of ancient, regional traditions, ethical reasoning, and 

socio-emotional learning will make them aesthetically strong. The 

education will inculcate the feeling of social responsibility through 

the social interaction. It will develop the learner thoroughly. 

Quantitative and logical reasoning, digital literacy, computational 

thinking and scientific temper are necessary in the building of human 

personality. All these features are included in the new policy. But 

knowledge of languages and communication skills are equally 

important. Communication skills are developed with the knowledge 

of language. So languages are very important. The policy fulfils all 

the needs of a perfect personality as it includes the languages in the 

education system. 

Understanding is very important so the medium of instruction is 

mother tongue upto perticular age group. Mother tongue is a proper 

medium to learn new things. Basic knowledge will be perfect if 

learned through mother tongue. Not only the medium of instruction 

but also the text books are in mother tongue. With the help of mother 

tongue learners will understand spoken as well as written language 

l They will harhly need any help to understand the concepts. 
proper y. 

. 

Teachers will play the role of mentor only. The students are given 

the option of two to three regional languages. If they have some 

difficulty in theirotjer they can choose some other regional language. 

~ ~lt~~ tITTUT- ~l4- -

C 



1 , . ,311 not find any difficulty in the pr ' l'' th.1t th 1..' 1..·:mlLt l, . . . ocess of 
~ . 1 , 1,,u,,cr-s cross the 1mt1al stage they are able to : .. -.. 1nm\f ,i :-- t ll. c · . opt for 
tb , t~' tx'l~l IJit.gu:igc. n ,crc is no compuls1on of language. It can be 

. .. ,. -
1 

.. 11()t· •-L' nms at an initial stage help of mother ton ! ... ' .. 1n',,' r ~ \"'1 t " · . gue 
,':.J .;t the ~('{.'\"'lldary stage knowledg~ of for~tgn la~guage by his own 
..... !°:,' :,'f ,,,11 m:lke the process of lean11ng easier and interesting. 

Tht:' f\'lk' of t:m.guagc has been the important part of teaching
:;;-..1.'1mf rT\' tY~s. The compulsion of language, perticularly a forei gn 
:: .::;~~ ..... increase.s unnecessary burden on the learner's mind. Three 

· .::::~::.:~.:- fi.""'lrnntlas haYe compulsion about languages. But the revised 
~.;.:-~ri-o;i policy has no compulsion about language. So the learner's 
~.:=: ie.3JTI tlle concepts without bueder. They also have the option of 
~~:~::::1~ tt: t:" !.m£U3Q:e of their own choice. They can choose two to - - -
~~ .~on3.l lan=,auages. Mother tongue as a medium of instruction 
=-c ~es d:e learning comfortable. Tramslation is ok ne of the ways to 
~-;:t~i ~;:- ,~ous concepts in native languages. Thus the government 
:.-:~, ~en rare of the learner's mental, intelectual as well as social 
-= :.~ ~es_ Learners can have the better experience while learning at 
~~er_: zgc groups. The new education policy will create the better 
5=::~ -::.:_o::.s ahead. 
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alization and Higher Education: Changing 
Trends in Cross Border Education 

Dr.B.M.Dhonde, Dr.B.G.Kale 

Abstract: Glob . Globalization is a market-driven process and it stems from a 

helief that markets play more important role than the State in development. 

globalized economies. The intellectual capital produced by universities 

and research institutions has become a crucial factor of production in a 

organized. and theway higher education is provided. This paper analyzes the 

vledge-based production has become the distinguishing characteristic 

globalized knowledge economy. Theological developments, especially in 
information technology transformed the way the world economy is 

efects of globalization on higher education on the one hand and trends in 

lobalization of higher education on the other. t categorizes the 

olobalization of higher education into three distinct, but related, phases. The 

first phase experienced a surge in cross-border student flow, the second 

phase saw the development of education hubs and branch campuses, and the 

third and the most recent phase witnessed program mobility and is 
revolutionized by the mystification of online courses such as Massive Open 

Online Courses. 
(Keywords: branch campuses, cross-border mobility, education hubs, 

globalization, internationalization, knowledge economy, Massive Open 

Online Courses, MOOC) 

Introduction: 
Globalization implies free flow of goods and services across 

DOrders resulting in an integrated world economy. It is a market-driven 

process and stems from a belief in markets, as opposed to the state, to 

O Cconomic growth and social welfare. Events such as the 

cgration of the centralized system of the Soviet Union, spread or 

Cy among increasingly more countries, liberalization polices 
tollowing the structural adijustment regime in developing countries, and 

undation of the World Trade Organization (WTO) and General 

ement in Trade in Services (GATS) have all contributed to tne 

ing of a globalized economy, In the early 1990s, globalization was 

CIVed to bring "unprecedented prosperity to all" The end of the san 
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On Indian Agriculture 
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As a central concept in the present day international scenario, 
globalization is difficult to define. Still, scholars have made attempts 
to provide a basic understanding of the concept. The concept has 

become inextricably linked with the process of transformation 

touching upon every aspect of social, political and economic 

development in the globe. It can be seen as a process by which the 
population of the world is increasingly bonded into a single society. 

In the social front, globalization singnifies closer interaction of people 
and homogenization of culture and value and the world being 

transformed into a 'global village'. 
This concept has assumed much significance in both developing 

and developed nations-more so in the former as the people talk 
about dilution of state authority and interference of supra national 

institutions. The present paper is a theoretical study which discus:es 

the impact of globalization on agriculture in India since two decades, 
the problems faced by the farmers, measures to be taken to overcome 

these problems and negative influence of globalization so as to 

improve the productivity, because 56% of the population still depend 
on agriculture in India, and the process of globalization cannot be 

reversed now. Hence, an attempt is made to highlight the positive 
and negative impacts of globalization on this important sector. 

) India and Globalization 
India has pre-dominantly an agrarian economy. Over 56% of 

the population depends on agriculture and related occupations for 

their livelihood. Nearly three-fourth of the population belongs to 

the weaker sections, some of whom are marginal and small farmers 
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